
DEFINE YOUR MARK



BE THE 
GOOD ONE
We are all created equal. 
But gender discrimination is still a global problem today. 
It affects all aspects of our lives – social, economic, political.

Regulations alone won’t solve gender inequality. 
What we need is a change in culture – that is each one of us 
– towards a better understanding of the other. 

What does it mean to be a woman, a man or any other 
gender today? What are the wishes, challenges, fears and 
dreams?

Only by understanding one another’s differences will we be 
able to  find a path forward. 

Create positive representations of femininity, 
masculinity, or other genders that people can learn 
from.

Let Empathy Lead To Equality



ABOUT MARK
We aspire to create the solution that will help to provide a better 
understanding of gender inequality in the cosmetic industry. The U.S. 
cosmetics industry is one of the highest grossing industries in the world. 
However, men only comprise a mere twenty percent of that market. The 
world is forever changing, and we feel society should be more susceptible 
to the idea of men wanting to look more appealing and distinguished. 

The purpose of “Define Your Mark” is to push the American society to 
become accepting of the heterosexual male’s desire to wear make-up 
as a means to feel attractive, just as women do. The title Mark gives 
reference to a human, physical, and emotional experience.
 

A little bit



/märk/
a small area on a surface having a different color from its surroundings, typically one caused by 
accident or damage.

a line, figure, or symbol made as an indication or record of something.

a word or symbol on (an object), typically for identification.

make (a visible impression) on.



It’s the twenty-first century—
gender lines are blurry, 

and that’s A-OK

Drew Magary - GQ Magazine - April, 2014



PURPOSE 

To help males, and societal 
views of

males, become more comfort-
able with the usage makeup 

PRODUCT

Cosmetic enhancer that 
improves the male appear-

ance

   NEED

To find a product that helps to 
disguise imperfections, and 

highlight attributes

BRAND
MODERNIZE

SOCIETAL
STIGMAS

CONSUMER

DESIRE

To feel attractive and make 
the best impression

Spirited
Self Expressive

Goal Driven
Liberal

Modern
Problem Solving

Authentic

Confident
Optimistic
Simple
Clean



FOR MEN, 
IT’S NOT ABOUT BEING PRETTY. 

IT IS  ABOUT BEING 
CLEAN AND DISTINGUISHED.



I was in a very dark place, and I sort of felt like I had lost my 
humanity. I had never used any type of skin-care products, 
but I applied some of the things, and I was able to look in a 
mirror and say, 

YOU KNOW WHAT, 
MAYBE 

I LIKE THIS PERSON. 

It just made me feel a little bit human again. 
And if nobody else notices it, great. 
I don’t want anyone else to notice it.

U.S. Army veteran diagnosed with PTSD  |  Magary, GQ, 2014

ENABLING MEN 
TO PRESENT 

THEIR BEST SELVES



OUR GUY IS

Open- Minded

Self- Expressive

Upbeat

Liberal
Problem Solving

Simple

Perceptive

Optimistic

Urban

Authentic

Healthy

Clean Modern

Trendsetter

Social
Douglas Main – LiveScience.com 2013

The Liberal Millennial





BRAND 
PERSONALITY

Open- Minded

Distinguished

Simple

Optimistic

Convenient

Clean Modern

Trendsetter

Confident

Straight Forward

Courageous





It is socially unacceptable in the United States for men 
to wear facial enhancing products. “Define Your Mark” 
is meant to establish a new social movement that will 

promote equality in the cosmetic industry. 

The concept behind the visual is to identify with every 
male who desires a clean and distinguished 

appearance, while holding on to their 
essence of masculinity.  
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Avenir Next

Dolce Vita





The cosmetic business is a flourishing industry in the United States, with a vast amount of 
new brands appearing each year. Women are the leading consumers in the industry, while 
men only comprise 20 percent of the market. The solution we are providing will help to offer 
a better understanding of gender inequality in this sector. We want to push the American 
society to become accepting of man’s desire to wear make-up as a means to feel attractive 

and boost confidence, just as women do. 

“Define Your Mark” shows men of all different ethnicities and physical differences who 
all share the same common goal, which is to look their very best.








